Main Cast

A. Written By - Hà Kim An Drah
   - Co Written By - The Cast

B. Casting - QuyNHChi NguyEn, Claire Drah, An Drah

C. Director - Hà Kim An Drah, Jimmy Trân, QuyNHChi NguyEn

D. Cast:
   - Grandmother - Lili Anh Phuong NguyEn
   - Father - NguyEn Anh Trăng
   - Mother - Jennifer Phuong Anh NguyEn
   - Mai - NguyEn Lê Anh Dào Carolyn
   - Tuan - Hà Kim An Drah
   - Kevin - An Trân
   - Grandfather - Bruce Cheung
   - Sewing Shop Boss - QuyNHChi NguyEn
Music and Poetry

Song: Ta Đì Tìm Ta
Music and Lyrics by: Thầy Trần Hội Bách
Performed by: Thầy Trần Hội Bách and Cao Hân Tuyết

Stomp

Choreographer - Brian Nguyen and Mike Nguyen
Crew (Brian Nguyen, Mike Nguyen, Dan Nguyen, Christian Coladilla, Cris de la Cruz, Haan Dong, Van Phuong Mai, Amy Pham, Carina Lien, Joanne Kang, Frank Cheung, Katy Kao)
Behind the Scenes

Marketing Team: JUICE

External Marketing and Ticket Sales Director - Henry Nguyên and Quản Lê
Team JUICE (Vivian Hoàng, Raymond Wong, Linden Vũ, Cường Mai, Quản Lê, Bounet Park, Kim Trịnh, Thị Lai, Huy)

B. Internal Marketing Directors - Nhan Doan and Steven Đỗ

C. Webmaster - Viết Trần

Stage Manager and Technical Director - Trang Nguyên
Assistant Stage Manager - Vi Uyên Đỗ
Crew (Trí Nguyễn, Quản Lê, Huy Chang)

Set Director and Props Manager - Annie Nguyễn
- Props Team (Trí Nguyễn, Trang Nguyễn, Bạch Hu, Huy Chang, Châu Phạm)

Sound Director - Dinh Lê

Video Director - Châu Phạm
- Video Assistant - Khánh Duy

Program Coordinator - Viết Trần, Henry Truong, Steven Đỗ, Quỳnh Chi Nguyên, Claire Đinh
Poster Design - Claire Đinh, Hạnh Luân Wang
Fable

Fable Actors (Top: Trí Nguyễn, Ms Nguyễn, Kathy Đào,
Bottom: Hsi Đào, Alex Chung, Lium Trân)

Martial Arts Sequence

-Choreographer - Hsi Đào
2 Guys (Alex Chung, David Trân)
Vocal Performance

Song: Mai Dich Lang Bao

Fashion Show

Choreographers - Qianh Chi and Claire

15 Girls (Alexandre Vu, Katherine Nguyen, Kien Anh Nguyen, Lynne Tran, Vu Uyen Do, Vo Nguyen, Thi Lai, Thuy Bui, Ly Ngo, Han Duc, Julia Thu-ba Tran, Tracy Nguyen, Amy Pham, Thanh Tran, Uyen Nguyen)

5 Guys (Henry Truong, Viet Tran, Phong Nguyen, Liem Tran, Minh Nguyen)
Umbrella Dance

Choreographer - Uyen Nguyen

Girls (Uyen Nguyen, Amy Pham, Han Dao, Julia Thanh Tran, Quyen Li, Tien Tran, Kieu Anh Nguyen, Lisa Dao Nguyen)

8 Guys (Viet Tran, Steven Do, Hang Truong, Kevin Le, Louis Do, Phboe Nguyen, Kenneth Wong, Anh Nguyen)

Choreographer - Brian Nguyen and Mike Nguyen

(Credit Same as Stomp Team)
Vocal and Dance Performance

Choreographer – Uyen Nguyen
Song: Xe Dap Oi
Song By: Nguyen Trung Anh
Girls (Jennifer Phuong Anh Nguyen, Uyen Nguyen, Amy Pham, Tran Thanh)
Guys (Nguyen Trung Anh, Viet Tran, Steven Do, Mike Nguyen)

Modern Ballet

Choreographer – Thi Ly
7 Girls (Thi Ly, Christian Coladilla, Claire Diakh, Alexandra Vo, Thuy Uyen Do, Katherine Nguyen, Han Dao)